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At	this	point	it	should	be	clear	[to	all	but	the	most	obtuse	observer]	that	it	is	not	possible	to	
prevent	all	cyberattacks.	Prevention,	while	an	important	and	necessary	component	of	your	
overall	security	posture	—	and	while	quite	effective	against	“commodity”	attacks	—	does	
not	provide	sufficient	protection	in	today’s	dynamic,	targeted	threat	environment.	In	short,	
“putting	all	of	your	eggs	in	the	prevention	basket”	is	a	losing	proposition.	You	must	be	able	
to	detect	and	respond	to	attacks	that	penetrate	the	perimeter	quickly	and	resolve	them	
before	they	do	irreparable	harm	to	your	organization	and	your	customers.	

To	that	end,	commercial	enterprises	and	government	
agencies	have	spent	a	lot	of	money	acquiring,	deploying	
and maintaining security product infrastructures that 
are	designed	to	generate	alerts	when	they	detect	some	
aspect	of	an	attack.	They	then	have	to	hire,	train,	and	
ramp up security operations teams to respond to the 
new	alerts	generated	by	the	new	infrastructure.	

In	theory	this	sounds	like	a	reasonable	approach.	In	
practice:	Organizations	are	staggering	under	the	weight	
of	the	security	infrastructures	they’ve	created	and	
drowning	in	the	sea	of	alerts	that	it’s	producing.	In	many	
cases	they	don’t	have	anywhere	near	enough	people	
to	triage,	investigate,	validate,	contain	or	remediate	
all	of	the	alerts	being	created	and	detected	by	the	
infrastructure.

Enterprises	don’t	have	the	budget	to	expand	their	
security	operations	teams,	and	even	if	they	did	they	
would	never	be	able	to	hire	enough	security	analysts	
with	the	kinds	of	skill	sets	needed	to	stay	ahead	of	the	
alert	tsunami.

The	end	result	is	that	most	security	operations	teams	
are	nowhere	near	able	to	respond	to	the	alerts	that	
are	being	generated	by	the	security	infrastructure,	so	
in	many	cases	the	attacks	that	really	matter	do	not	get	
validated,	investigated	or	contained	until	they	become	
major	incidents.

It’s	important	that	security	leaders	internalize	what	
security	analysts	already	know:	Defensive	data	is	not	
compromise	intelligence.	Disparate	defensive	data	is	not	
easily	correlated,	triangulated	or	validated.	Compromise	
and	attack	intelligence,	not	more	point	data,	is	what	the	
analyst	is	after	because	that	is	what	directs	the	next	
action.	

Although	virtually	all	security	systems	
attempt	to	assign	a	“severity”	to	each	
alert	that	they	throw,	in	reality	most	
of	them	cannot	accurately	distinguish	
between attacks that were just attempted 
and	attacks	that	actually	succeeded	—	
leaving	the	security	analyst	not	knowing	
where	to	start	or	which	alerts	“really	
matter”.

Alerts	generated	by	legacy	infrastructure	
do	not	contain	enough	contextual	
information	to	enable	the	security	analyst	
to	piece	together	the	story	from	multiple	
point	products	-	each	alerting	of	different	
aspects	of	the	attack.	It	is	difficult	to	
validate	or	investigate	the	issue	while	
gathering	and	analyzing	information	
from	multiple	disparate	systems.	It	is	not	
uncommon to see a security operations 
analyst	surrounded	by	8	or	even	12	
screens arranged around his or her 
workspace	in	a	semi-parabolic	array,	
cutting and pasting information from one 
system to another and trying to make 
sense	of	it	all.	In	short,	the	analyst	is	the	
integration	point.	That	approach	doesn’t	
scale	well;	especially	in	the	midst	of	a	
global	capacity	crunch.
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Thinking Differently With ADR 
What	is	needed	is	a	unified,	purpose-built	Automated	
Detection	and	Response	(ADR)	system.	One	that:

 z Provides	its	own	broad	and	deep	visibility	across	
networks,	endpoints	and	clouds,	in	real-time	and	
retrospectively.

 z Uses	a	variety	of	different	but	coordinated	techniques	
to	detect	threats	at	any	stage	of	the	attack	life	cycle.

 z Automatically	correlates,	triangulates	and	validates	
whether	threats	that	traversed	the	network	actually	
impacted	the	endpoints,	and	automatically	highlights	
and	prioritizes	those	that	did.

 z Automatically	consolidates	redundant	or	related	
security	events	into	a	single	“super	alert”	that	can	be	
handled	as	an	individual	unit.

 z Gives	security	operations	analysts	all	the	information,	
context,	guidance,	and	tools	they	need	to	investigate,	
contain	and	remediate	attacks	from	a	single	
management	screen.

 z Creates	new	metrics	by	which	security	leaders	can	
quantifiably	measure	the	positive	impact	of	security	
on	their	organization’s	bottom	line.

Broad and Deep Visibility
An	ADR	system	must	provide	broad	and	deep	visibility	
into	everything	that	is	happening	on	enterprise	networks,	
endpoints	and	clouds	unilaterally	(without	depending	on	
other	security	systems)	—	it	must	have	its	own	“eyes”	
on	the	network	as	well	as	on	the	endpoints,	in	virtual	as	
well	as	physical	environments.	

On	the	network	“deep”	visibility	means	visibility	into	
not	just	the	packets	that	are	traversing	the	network,	
but	also	the	sessions	and	content	that	are	flowing	over	
the	network,	including	content	that	is	hidden	deep	
underneath	multiple	superimposed,	opaque	layers	of	
encapsulation,	encoding,	embedding,	compression,	
and	obfuscation,	and	is	nowhere	near	visible	in	the	

packets.	And	“broad”	means	across	all	network	ports	
and	protocols,	including	non-standard	ports	and	
unknown	protocols,	proxied	and	un-proxied,	inbound	and	
outbound.	Breadth	is	important	on	the	network	because	
targeted	attacks	will	often	make	use	of	port-protocol	
mismatches or open high port numbers (obtained from 
scans)	or	take	advantage	of	unusual	protocols.	

On	the	endpoint	“deep”	visibility	means	visibility	into	
processes,	files,	memory,	network	activity,	execution	
behavior,	and	registry	changes.	“Broad”	means	across	
multiple	operating	systems	including	Linux	and	Unix	
based	operating	systems	and	OSX,	as	well	as	Windows.	

Real-Time and Historical Visibility
An	ADR	system	must	provide	visibility	not	only	into	what	
is	happening	now,	but	also	into	what	has	happened	in	
the	past.	It	must	have	non-selective	memory,	meaning	
it	must	record	detailed	descriptive	information	(“rich	
metadata”)	about	everything	that	is	happening	at	the	
endpoint	and	on	the	network,	whether	it	thinks	it	is	

suspicious	or	not.	This	enables	the	ADR	system	to	“go	
back	in	time”	and	detect	threats	that	began	in	the	past	
by	automatically	applying	new	threat	intelligence	to	
historical	activity,	and	to	detect	certain	kinds	of	threats	
that	can	only	be	detected	by	looking	for	a	pattern	of	
behavior	that	occurs	over	a	period	of	time.	It	enables	the	
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ADR	system	to	leverage	the	power	of	sequential	or	finite-
state	logic	(i.e.	past	inputs	are	taken	into	consideration	
when	determining	current	output)	as	well	combinatorial	
(i.e.	instantaneous)	logic	to	detect	threats	that	cannot	be	
detected	using	instantaneous	logic	alone.	It	gives	human	
security	analysts	visibility	and	context	over	the	entire	life	
cycle	of	the	threat,	and	enables	them	to	get	to	root	cause.	
And	it	gives	the	ADR	system	a	platform	for	applying	
data	science	techniques	such	as	machine	learning	and	
artificial	intelligence	to	reduce	the	system’s	dependency	
on a priori threat	intelligence	and	achieve	data-driven	
detections	that	automatically	adapt	to	different	
enterprise	environments	and	self-improve	over	time.

The	importance	of	having	this	combination	of	real-
time	and	rich,	non-selective,	retrospective	visibility	in	a	
single,	unified	system	cannot	be	overstated.	It	is	exactly	
this combination that makes it easy for human beings 
to	solve	certain	kinds	of	problems	that	are	difficult	
for	machines	to	solve,	because	human	brains	do	this	
naturally.	In	every	decision	you	will	ever	make,	you	will	
consider both what you know now and what you have 
experienced	in	the	past.	Modern	security	systems	should	
do	the	same	thing.

Moving From Clues to Conclusions: Connecting 
Multiple Detection & Prevention Techniques
Unfortunately	there	is	no	“silver	bullet,”	no	single	
technique	that	can	be	used	to	detect	(let	alone	prevent)	
all	of	today’s	threats.	An	Automatic	Detection	and	
Response system must use a wide variety of techniques 
to	detect	modern	threats,	including:

 z Signatures	and	similar	static	“atomic	indicators”.	
Despite	all	the	hype	about	the	death	of	signatures,	
the	truth	is	“signatures”	can	be	a	highly	effective,	
blazingly	fast,	deadly	accurate	technique	for	detecting	
known	threats.	

 z Rules,	where	a	“rule”	is	a	logical	element	that	can	
make	a	decision	by	performing	Boolean	logic	on	
several	different	atomic	indications,	each	of	which,	if	
taken	individually,	might	not	be	definitive.

 z Emulation	and	heuristics.	Emulation	is	simulated	
execution	(what	would	this	object	do	if	it	were	to	
execute).	It	is	faster	and	less	dependent	on	the	
operating	system	and	application	environment	than	
full	virtual	execution,	but	also	less	precise.

 z Virtual	execution	(sandboxing).	Let	the	object	execute	
in	a	virtual	machine	environment,	observe	its	
execution	behavior,	and	make	a	determination	about	
its	evilness	(or	lack	thereof)	based	on	its	execution	
behavior.

 z Actual	execution.	Observe	the	object’s	execution	
behavior	on	the	actual	endpoint	itself	(aka	“the	
sandbox	that	really	matters”),	make	a	determination	
as	to	it	evilness,	and	take	appropriate	action.

 z Behavioral	analysis.	Look	at	behavior	(network	
behavior	or	endpoint	behavior)	over	time	and	look	for	
patterns	of	malicious	behavior	over	a	period	of	time.

 z Machine	learning	and	artificial	intelligence.	Apply	
data science techniques to stored data and metadata 
to	extract	features	and	create	models	that	drive	
detections.

The	modern	ADR	system	must	be	purpose-built	to	bring	
this	universe	of	detections	together.	Rather	than	placing	
all	the	detection	and	prevention	“eggs	in	one	basket,”	
chaining this universe of detectors together creates 
a	new	detection	and	prevention	layer	that	correlates,	
triangulates	and	validates	and	consolidates	alerts	into	
actionable	tasks.	It	allows	the	security	operations	team	
to	move	from	clues	to	conclusions.	

This	is	the	key	difference	between	intelligence-lacking	
systems	that	are	great	at	detection	and	insightful	
platforms	that	accelerate	and	automate	action.	
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Correlation, Triangulation, Validation & Consolidation
The new way of thinking about automated detection 
and	response	requires	that	a	single	platform	deliver	
insight	and	acceleration.	Insight	is	not	more	alerts.	It’s	
not heaping more hay upon the haystack and hoping that 
there’s	another	needle	in	there	somewhere.	Rather	it’s	
about	reducing	the	noise,	filtering	out	the	extraneous	
data	and	false	positives	while	pulling	together	content,	
telemetry,	context	and	insight	that	matters.	

Upon	the	foundation	of	visibility	and	with	the	connections	
established	in	the	detection	and	prevention	layer,	the	

ADR	platform	brings	together	both	network	and	endpoint	
alerts,	events,	flags	and	indicators.	Furthermore,	the	
ADR	system	must	include	intelligence	behind	every	alert	
to	enable	automation	of	investigative	steps	to	conclude	
if	the	alert	requires	response.	The	analysts	should	be	
spending	their	time	to	execute	their	response	playbook	
based	on	the	information	provided	by	an	ADR	system,	
rather	than	using	their	time	to	decide	which	alerts	
require	triage,	investigation,	and	validation.

Correlation — Automating the Discovery of the 
Connective Tissue
The	smart	analyst,	investigator,	threat	hunter	or	
incident	responder	goes	through	a	process	to	find	the	
connective	tissue	between	related	events.	Automating	
this	investigative	process	with	machine	learning,	deep	
visibility,	connected	detection	and	an	adaptable	heuristic	
delivers	deeper	insight	more	quickly.	Because	modern	
attacks	are	processes	rather	than	singular	events,	
discovering	how	different	indicators	and	behaviors	are	
related	is	a	must.	Because	the	pace	and	sophistication	
of	modern	attacks	is	increasing,	finding	those	

connections	is	impossible	simply	by	hiring	more	people	
or	making	teams	work	longer	hours.	The	old	models	
don’t	scale.

Automated	correlation	is	how	an	ADR	platform	brings	
seemingly	unrelated	alerts,	events	and	indicators	
together.	Correlation	along	vectors	like	time,	C2	
addresses,	malware	metadata	or	behavioral	patterns	can	
be	accomplished	rapidly	by	an	intelligent	ADR	platform.	
The	correlations	are	then	presented	to	the	analyst	as	

Correlation of disparate events moves security operations teams from clues to conclusions.
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complete	related	events,	alerts	and	activities.	Together	
they may indicate a much more serious or widespread 
attack	than	any	single	alert	suggests.	

Automatic	correlation	elevates	the	signal	to	noise	
ratio.	It	helps	the	security	operations	team	work	much	
more	efficiently	and	effectively	by	focusing	them	on	
what matters rather than on the busy work of trying to 
discover	what	is	real.	

ADR	platform	correlation	automates,	accelerates	and	
extends	the	sorting	capability	inherent	to	most	SEIMs.	
The	automation	is	key	because	it	delivers	massive	
business	impacts.	

 z Automatic	correlation	means	dramatic	reduction	
in	investigation	times	because	the	platform	is	
performing	the	analyst	busy-work	and	enabling	them	
to	make	rapid	decisions.

 z Acceleration	of	core	issue	identification	with	root-
cause	analysis	and	patient-zero	identification

 z Faster	determination	through	correlation	of	related	
detections

 z More	effective	resolution	through	faster	“spread”	
identification	which	can	reduce	overall	dwell	time

 z Less	wasted	effort	in	already	overtaxed	Security	
Operations	teams	through	fewer	wild	goose	chases

Triangulation — Deeper Inspection and 
Determination Across all the Dimensions
Triangulation	is	the	ability	to	spot	sources	and	make	
higher	fidelity	determinations	by	looking	across	multiple	
dimensions.	Just	like	astronomers	use	visible	light,	
x-rays,	microwaves	and	gravitational	lensing	to	elevate	
their perspective and determine the source and make 
up	of	celestial	objects	in	the	night	sky,	the	new	way	
of	thinking	built	into	the	ADR	platform	uses	multiple	
methods	of	inspection	and	determination	to	elevate	
perspective	and	create	conclusions.	

The	ADR	platform	has	multiple	points	of	inspection	that	
span	the	entire	threat	lifecycle.	Different	phases	of	an	
attack	may	use	different	techniques,	different	malware	
and	different	kinds	of	behavior	on	otherwise	accepted	
programs.	Triangulating	across	these	different	phases	
of	the	lifecycle	while	understanding	the	different	kinds	
of	detection	that	are	happening	reveals	new	and	more	
complete	pictures	of	an	attack	or	compromise.	 
 
Furthermore,	by	triangulating	against	multiple	
dimensions	of	determination,	the	ADR	platform	
automatically	reveals	to	the	security	operations	teams	
the	scope,	depth	and	breadth	of	an	attack.	This	helps	
the	security	teams	focus	their	efforts	on	removing	the	

core	of	the	problem	rather	than	chasing	down	and	fixing	
symptoms	only	to	have	a	new	manifestation	of	pop	up	
elsewhere.	

Multiple	dimensions	of	determination	in	the	ADR	
platform	should	include	and	integrate:	

 z Sandbox

 z Behavioral	Heuristic

 z Signature/fingerprint

 z Machine	Learning

 z Today’s	intelligence	applied	against	yesterday’s	
metadata	and	collected	telemetry

Automatic	Correlation	brings	together	seemingly	
unrelated	alerts,	events	and	indicators.	Automatic	
Triangulation	reveals	the	deeper	nature	of	the	attack	at	
its	core.	Together	these	massively	increase	the	efficiency	
and	effectiveness	of	security	operations	teams	by	
decreasing	manual	data	manipulation	and	investigation	
time	while	concurrently	creating	the	insight	on	the	core	
of	the	problem	which	can	then	be	effectively	addressed.	
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Validation — Being Able to Tell What Actually 
Happened
The	ability	to	confirm	that	an	attack	or	exploit	actually	
impacted	on	an	endpoint	is	the	final	and	most	important	
step	prior	to	response.	Validation	of	attacks	detected	by	
other	systems	is	a	time	consuming	and	labor-intensive	
activity	for	most	security	operations	teams.	It	will	often	
require	lengthy	workflows,	packet	capture	replays	and	
multiple	people	across	the	organization.	

The	ADR	Platform	is	purpose-built	for	automating	
this	all-important	validation	step.	The	ADR	platform	
integrates	the	visibility,	detection,	prevention,	and	
determination	layers,	from	the	inside	out,	across	
network	and	endpoints.	Using	unique	network-to-
endpoint	validation	scripts,	the	ADR	platform	traces	
network	attacks	as	well	as	suspicious	and	malicious	
behaviors from their points of detection on the network 
all	the	way	through	to	endpoint	impact.	This	includes	
validation	of	attacks	that	started	in	the	past	and	are	only	
detected	at	a	point	further	down	the	attack	lifecycle.	In	
this	way,	current	threat	intelligence	can	be	applied	to	
the	historic	data	store	to	immediately	and	automatically	

validate	attacks,	threats	and	compromises	that	are	
already	underway	and	may	have	already	spread.

Automated	validation	does	the	heavy	lifting	of	
assembling	the	information	and	confirming	that	an	
alert,	event	or	indicator	has	reached	its	target	and	been	
triggered.	ADR	does	this	instantly	rather	than	taking	
the	days	or	weeks	that	legacy	incident	response	and	
investigation	workflows	require.	Automated	validation	
through	an	ADR	platform	delivers	game-changing	
business	impacts:	

 z It	automates	and	empowers	the	prioritization	of	work	
lists

 z It	radically	reduces	wasted	time	chasing	false	
positives

 z It	mitigates	the	mad-dash	to	investigate	and	respond	
when	false	negatives	come	back	to	bite	security	
operations teams

 z It	eliminates	the	guess	work

Consolidation — From Clues to Conclusions
When	alerts,	events	and	indicators	have	been	correlated,	
triangulated	and	validated,	the	obvious	next	step	is	
to	actually	group	all	the	related	items	together	into	
actionable	sets.	

Consolidation	is	the	most	visible	feature	of	a	new	ADR	
platform.	It	brings	thousands	of	alerts	down	into	a	
handful	of	complete	and	actionable	conclusions.	In	cases	
where	organizations	have	hundreds	of	thousands	or	
even	millions	of	alerts	generated	per	day,	consolidation	
into	conclusions	can	deliver	a	reduction	factor	by	orders	
of	magnitude.	This	means	that	instead	of	security	
operations	teams	slogging	through	alert	after	alert	after	
alert,	they	are	instead	able	to	address	pre-validated	

conclusions	that	have	all	the	alert	data,	enrichment	
context	and	related	impact	points	already	collected	for	
them.	No	more	workflow	tickets	with	IT.	No	more	waiting	
for	p-cap	programs	to	run	and	send	back	days-old	
telemetry	for	subsequent	review.	No	more	placing	a	
stopwatch	to	derive	analyst	performance	metrics	against	
millions	of	alerts.	No	more	need	to	analyze	today’s	alerts	
that	are	duplicates	of	indicators	that	were	analyzed	
yesterday.

All	the	information	is	right	there,	at	their	fingertips	in	a	
single,	unified	user	experience.	The	ADR	platform	UX	is	
based	around	one	simple	concept:	unified	presentation	is	
required	for	complete	and	accurate	response.	
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ADR	platform	consolidation	collects,	normalizes,	groups	
and	presents	network	and	endpoint	results	—	rather	
than	streams	of	disparate	defensive	data	—	together	to	
enable	and	empower	the	security	operations	team.	ADR	
consolidation:

 z Brings	context,	enrichment,	validation,	related	events,	
related	alerts,	affected	endpoints	and	forensic	data	
together	in	a	time	line

 z Work	on	all	data	automatically	and	at	once

 z Enables	the	automated	response	to	the	conclusions

 z Eliminates	alert	fatigue	and	response	fatigue.	

Conclusions	eliminate	swivel	seating	between	separate	
point	systems	in	the	security	stack.	Conclusions	
eliminate	ambiguity	on	who	is	working	on	what	at	what	
time	because	the	consolidation	continues	even	after	
investigation and response activities have been kicked 
off.	ADR	conclusions	reduce	evaluation	and	engagement	
time	with	SEIMs	and	alerts.	That	means	your	security	
operations	teams	can	accomplish	more.

Automated Response — The Reason We Are Here
Visibility	and	detection	are	just	voyeurism	if	you	never	
do	anything	with	the	information.	As	innovative	as	the	
combined	network	and	endpoint	visibility	is;	as	game-
changing	as	correlation	—	triangulation	—	validation	and	
consolidation	is,	they	amount	to	little	if	nothing	is	done	
with	that	information.	The	world’s	best	book	about	cars	
will	never	get	you	anywhere.	An	engine	disconnected	

from a drive train can produce very high RPMs but never 
move.	As	with	these	analogies,	the	purpose	of	Security	
Operations	is	to	respond,	not	to	collect	data.	The	new	
approach of the Automated Detection and Response 
platform	is	to	use	all	that	data	to	create	conclusions	and	
deliver	action;	at	scale.
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Automating	response	means	building	into	the	platform	
what	a	smart	responder	would	do.	This	can	run	the	
gamut	from	automating	investigations,	forensic	capture,	
endpoint	isolation,	file	sequestration	to	immediate	
expulsion,	surgical	remediation	and	automated	ticket	
creation.	Furthermore,	the	new	thinking	of	ADR	doesn’t	
relinquish	full	control	to	the	machine	like	a	headless	
system	might.	Rather	it	augments	and	amplifies	the	
power,	speed	and	capability	of	the	security	operations	
team	by	keeping	the	human-in-the-loop	as	much	or	as	
little	as	is	required,	on	a	case-by-case	basis.	Routine	
tasks	like	ticket	creation	and	isolation	of	endpoints	
with	validated	attack	conclusions	can	be	made	100%	
automatic.	While	other	tasks	—	like	guided	response	and	
investigation	—	can	be	augmented	with	automation.	

Each	cyber	ecosystem	is	unique	while	also	changing	
over	time.	The	ADR	platform	approach	is	cognizant	of	
this	cyber-ecology	and	its	automated	response	capability	
is	purpose-built	to	adapt	to	the	changing	landscape.	
Automated	response	in	the	ADR	platform	must	be	

1	 SANS	Institute,	“Incident	Response	Capabilities	in	2016:	The	2016	SANS	Incident	Response	Survey”,	pp.	10.	

2	 SANS	Institute,	“The	show	Must	Go	On!	The	2017	SANS	Incident	Response	Survey”,	pp	21.

extensible	in	order	to	accommodate	the	ebb	and	flow	
of	enterprise	technology;	from	new	OS	updates	to	new	
network	nodes	being	added	to	the	overarching	topology.	
Security	Operations	teams	and	specifically	Security	
Architects	must	be	able	to	easily	script	response	actions	
with	as	much	or	as	little	human	input	as	desired	(e.g.	
automatic	expulsion	for	some	items,	automatic	isolation	
and	file	collection	for	others,	workflow	triggering	etc.)	

Automated	response	in	ADR	delivers	measurable	
business	impacts.	

 z Faster response through automation means 
decreased	dwell	times.

 z Automated	investigation	means	better	intelligence	
on the appropriate remediation actions to take from 
surgical	responses	to	the	big-hammer	of	re-imaging	
an	affected	machine.	The	ability	to	determine	the	
appropriate	response	allows	for	dramatic	reduction	
in	business	disruption,	especially	when	end	users	are	
affected.	

The 6 New Metrics of ADR
In	20161,	The	SANS	Institute	found	that	71%	of	
organizations	do	not	have	regular	metrics	or	
measurements	for	incident	response	performance,	
processes	and	effectiveness.	In	20172,	SANS	reported	
that	the	percentage	dropped	to	58%	-	not	because	more	
organizations	were	measuring	but	rather	because	more	
see	the	need	to	measure	after	a	major	incident.	In	fact,	
the	percentage	of	organizations	who	“do	not	assess	IR	
and	have	no	plans	to	do	so”	jumped	nearly	2%!	Without	
metrics	there	is	no	objective	way	to	determine	progress.	
Fortunately,	the	new	thinking	of	ADR	enables	new	
metrics	that	drive	results	that	impact	not	only	security	
posture	but	the	bottom	line	of	the	business.	

The	purpose-built	ADR	platform	enables	new	Metrics	for	
the	Security	Operations	Leader.	The	list	that	follows	are	
some,	but	not	all	of	the	new	metrics	that	emerge	when	
ADR	is	implemented:	

 z Cost Per Incident.	CPI	can	be	measures	as	the	
time	per	incident	*	average	hourly	rate	for	a	Tier	1	
analyst	(~$30/hour	for	a	fully	loaded	FTE	@$45K/
year).	To	get	a	baseline,	run	that	formula	through	
your	IR	playbook	for	each	phase	of	a	response	
from	detection,	decision	to	escalate	&	investigate	to	
response determination to response and remediation 
execution.	Then	run	it	again	with	an	ADR	platform	
in	place	in	a	POC	or	even	as	a	table-top	exercise.	
Leaders	will	see	that	entire	steps	of	their	workflows	
are	able	to	be	reduced	or	eliminated	completely;	
delivering	massive	acceleration,	huge	savings	and	
massive	efficiency	boosts	as	teams	focus	on	validate	
and	conclusive	incidents	rather	than	wasting	time	on	
the	wild	goose	chase.	
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 z Automatic Detection vs Manual Detection. Establish	
a	baseline	for	determining	the	ratio	of	detections	your	
security stack produces vs the combined number 
of	human	detections	you	receive.	To	figure	out	the	
human	detections,	determine	the	number	of	staff	
detections	(e.g.	an	employee	recognizes	that	their	
machine	is	malfunctioning	or	an	IT	Admin	recognizes	
that	a	system	is	performing	in	unusual	ways)	plus	
the	number	of	external	detections	(e.g.	the	number	of	
times	you	get	a	call	from	the	FBI	/IT	Admins)	plus	the	
number	of	detections	your	Security	Operations	staff	
created	by	manually	synthesizing	data	from	your	
security	stack	and	SEIM.	This	will	give	you	a	sense	
of	the	efficiency	of	your	current	system.	With	ADR	
you	can	expect	the	ratio	to	tilt	substantially	toward	
the automation side of the equation which means 
substantially	better	security	operations	efficiency.

 z Percent Investigation vs Volume. Determine what 
is	slipping	through	the	cracks.	By	measuring	your	
investigations	versus	alert	volume	you	can	measure	
the	risk	gap	in	current	Security	Operations.	With	
the	ADR	system	you	should	expect	the	percent	of	
investigations	per	volume	to	increase	substantially	
because	the	volume	decrease	with	correlation	—	
triangulation	—	validation	—	consolidation	while	the	
investigations	go	up.	For	example.	If	an	organization	
is	typically	performing	3	investigations	for	every	100	
alerts	(3/100	or	3%)	and	then	implements	an	ADR	
which	sees	a	10%	alert-to-conclusion	rate	and	an	
additional	2	investigations	(5/10	or	50%)	that	yields	
a	massive	1500%	increase	to	security	operations	
effectiveness.

 z Ratio of Investigation to Response. This metric 
shows	how	many	items	that	were	investigated	lead	to	
a	response	workflow	going	through	completion.	The	
ratio indicates where Security Operations teams may 
be	wasting	time.	Organizations	that	implement	an	
ADR	platform	should	expect	to	see	an	convergence	of	
investigations to response since more investigations 
are	against	validated	conclusions	rather	than	merely	
suspected	attacks.

 z Rate of decision. This metric measures the time 
it	takes	to	make	a	decision.	Analysis	paralysis	and	
Security	Operations	uncertainty	increases	dwell	time	
and	risks	the	spread	of	an	attack.	It	also	takes	time	
away from investigating and responding to other 
attacks or compromises that may be happening at 
the	same	time.	By	measuring	the	decision	rate	both	
before	and	after	implementing	an	ADR	platform,	the	
Security	Operations	team	is	able	to	demonstrate	
nimbleness	and	increase	response	capacity	without	
adding	scarce	people	resources.	

 z Remediation Response vs Reimage. This metric 
measures	business	disruption.	The	more	surgical,	
remote	responses	that	are	enabled	by	the	ADR	
platform,	the	fewer	“big	hammer”	fixes	of	reimaging	
an	end-user’s	endpoint	have	to	happen.	That	means	
less	business	disruption	and	inconvenience	for	
employees.	Business	disruption	can	be	quantified	
based	on	the	staff	role,	affected	device	role	and	
length	of	time	for	a	response.	Taking	someone’s	
laptop	for	a	day	to	reimage	it	is	an	inconvenience.	
Taking down a payment processing server is a 
substantial	disruption	—	even	when	hot	backups	and	
clustered	failovers	are	part	of	the	solution.	

Conclusion
In	the	end,	security	operations	teams	need	to	adopt	a	
new	approach	to	security	technology	and	process.	It	is	
no	longer	sufficient	to	add	point	solutions	to	an	already	
sprawling	security	stack	that	focus	on	delivering	more	
and more defensive data without any sense of why it 
matters	or	what	it’s	connected	to.	Security	Operations	
teams	are	already	overwhelmed	by	a	flood	of	dis-
integrated,	overlapping	and	incomplete	data.	Security	

operations	teams	are	burdened	by	insufficient	staff	and	
budgets	—	they	need	smarter	security	tools	focused	on	
automation,	not	more	point	solutions.

The Automated Detection and Response (ADR) approach 
thinks	differently	about	security	operations.	ADR	is	based	
on	a	purpose	built	platform	designed	to	deliver	validated	
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conclusions	about	attacks,	intrusions	and	compromises	
at	any	stage	of	the	attack	lifecycle	while	also	automating	
the	response	capability	to	those	attacks.	

By automating the time consuming and routine tasks of 
a	smart	analyst,	threat	hunter	and	incident	responder,	
an	ADR	platform	fundamentally	transforms	the	way	
security	operations	works.	This	transformation	enables	
new	metrics	that	impact	the	organization’s	business	and	
bottom	line.	Those	metrics	include	cost	per	incident,	the	
ratio	of	automatic	to	manual	detections,	Investigations	
per	alert	volume,	investigation	to	response	ratio,	decision	
rate	and	surgical	response	vs	reimage	response	ratios.	
Each	of	these	metrics	—	as	well	as	many	others	that	you	
may	think	of	—	point	to	the	potential	and	necessity	of	
adopting	an	ADR	approach.	

Fidelis	Elevate	is	a	purpose-built	platform	to	deliver	
automated	detection	and	response	that	can	deliver	10	—	
20X	improvement	for	security	operations.	By	automating	
the	investigation	and	validation	process,	Fidelis	Elevate	
eliminates	costly	and	time-consuming	workflow	
steps.	By	automating	the	response	process	with	a	
responsible	human-in-the-loop	model,	Fidelis	delivers	
massive	efficiency	to	security	operations	teams	while	
concurrently	reducing	the	risk	associate	with	spread,	
lengthening	dwell	times	and	disruptive	“just	reimage	the	
machine”	response	approaches.	

It	is	time	that	security	operations	teams	adopt	ADR.	Stop	
the	losing	battle	of	trying	to	power	new	technology	with	
more	and	more	scarce	people	and	start	empowering	
the	people	you	have	with	smarter,	more	complete	
technology.	Elevate	with	Fidelis.	
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